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THE PREDICTIVE VALUE OF THE STANFORD SCIENTIFIC 
AND 

THE ENGINEERING AN]) PHYSICAL SCIENCE APTITUDE 
TESTS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The teetiug movement te now in a period of phenomenal 

growth. Teats are being u8ed more widely in echoo1 end 

industry as a result, in part, of increased a88iatance and 

emphaeie by agencies of the feder1 government. A is 

true of all relatively new devices, the rp1d expansion 

of this measuring technique has its dangers. Tests are 

often constructed and circulated before adequate 
checks 

have been made on their validity, r1iability and 
their 

usefulness for specific purposes. The rapid mobilisation 

of personnel for World Wr II required the inunediate use 

of tests and caused aany to be devised and standardized 

without sufficient work having been done on them. Many 

vere in new fields of measurement nd vere frankly experi- 

mental. Also, demanda for various types of meesurements 

have stimulated the development of teets on 
a commercial 

rather than a scientific basis. Particuler tests are fre- 

quently accepted and put into use in direct proportion 
to 

the e.mount of publicity which accompanies them, 
regardless 

of their proved value. 

The future of the testing movement, to a large extent, 

is being determined now. If useless or misrepresented 
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measuring instruments are brought into the field, 
the 

progress of the movement will be greatly impeded. 
Until 

the arosa of usefulness of valuable testa are known, these 

tests will be of limited benefit. Many testa have con- 

siderable use for different groups and varying 
types of 

situations. Scientific knowledge of these testa and the 

results of experimental atudies of the teats contribute 

greatly to their effective use. 

The i'eputatton of the testing movement, n the last 

analys1s, is in the hands of the users of the testa. They 

are the ones who select the instrumenta to be used and 

apply them to specific stuationa. Their responsibltties 

in this regard appear to be twofold: to ehooae 
tests 

on the basis of scientific evidence of their usefulness 

and to evaluate those teats vhich are used by studies 
of 

their relationships with suitable criteria. Only in this 

way can society realize the potential contribution 
of 

objective testing to human welfare. 

The measurement of aDecial aptitudes is a phase of 

testing that is of unusual importance. Measurements in 

this field are designed to offer s basis for predicting 

probable success in particular fields of human 
endeavor. 

Such instrumente have considerable educational value in 

controlling school admissions and in sectioning 
classes, 

but perhaps they have their greatest usefulness 
in educa- 

tiorial and vocational counseling. However, evidence of 
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their predictive value for specific purposes muet 
be 

available if such counsel is to be worthwhile and not 

valueless or even positively harmful. 

This study presents some objective evidence regard- 

ing the predictive value of two particular aptitude 
tests. 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of this study vas the determination of 

the relationship between scores on two aptitude tests and 

college grades in certain related fields of subject-matter. 

The tests used were the Stanford Scientific Aptitude 
Test 

by Dr. D. L. Zyve and the Engineering and Physical Science 

Aptitude Test by Dre. Bruce V. Moore, C. J. Lepp and 

Charles H. Griffin. Scores on these tests were correlated 

separately with the grade-point averages for the total 

courses taken, engineering courses, rnthematics courses, 

physical science (excluding chemistry) courses, chemistry 

courses and biological science courses. The number of 

quarters for which merke were available varied between one 

and six quarters, with an average slightly over two 
quar- 

ters. 

In order to compare the predictive value of these 
two 

tests with the predictive value of general scholastic 

aptitude examinations, acores from the Americen 
Council 

on Education Psychological Examination and the 
Ohio State 
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University Psychological Peat vere also 
correlated with 

college gredes in the various academic 
areas used. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was the deterthe.tion of 

the value of' the Stanford Scientific and the Engineering 

and Physical Science Aptitude Teats in predicting probable 

success in total college courses and in 
certain acadenic 

areas as shown by grade performances of the group studied. 

This contribution to the available objective 
evidence 

regarding prognostic testa should be an 
aid to guidance 

personnel in evaluating and selecting tests for use 
in 

educationel and vocational counseling. 

Location of the Study 

This study vas conducted at Oregon State 
College 

during the academic year 19k6-k7. This ves the first 

college year following World War II which felt the full 

impact of returning veterans. The enrollment was approxi- 

mately 7000 students, nearly double the pre-var 
number. 

Subjects Employed in the Study 

The eubjecte employed in this study were 376 
male 

students who took the various tests at 
some time during 

the calendar year of i9k6 or the first 
quarter of 19k7. 

The distribution of scores on the American 
Council on 



Education Psychological Examination indicetea that these 

subjects were a representative sample of Oregon State 

College students in regard to general scholastic aptitude. 

Limitations of the Study 

A major limitation of this study ii the l8ck of high 

reliability in regard to instructor's marks. Rogers 

(L2, p.758-760) niede a study of the reliability of college 

grades by correlating the various term standings of 

studente from four consecutive classes graduating from 

Lafayette College. Rogers (k2, p.758) concluded: 

The average reliability of term grades 

for the eight semesters of college is .66. . . 

This is not high and leaves a great deal to be 

desired. Here is revealed one factor which 

makes for low correlation when any other tool 

is correlated with academic standing. This is 

particularly pertinent when it is remembered 

that the highest possible correlation between 

two variables is not necessarily 1.00 but is 

represented by a figure which may not exceed 

the value of the square root of the reliability 

of the lesa reliable of the two variables. In 

the groups used, since the square root of .b6 

equals .t31, a test on the average mey be cor- 

related with academic standing only in the con- 

stricted scale .00 - .81. 

This limitation was minimized es much as possible by 

using marks from Oregon State College only and by using 

as many term marks ee were available for each student. As 

Traxler (5k,p.58) wrote: "The reliability varies with the 

number of marking periods included. Mrks based on one 
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term re obviou1y less reliable than ¡wark8 covering the 

whole year'e work." 

Another limitation of thia study vas that mark8 were 

vai1ab1e for only one to Bix qurter8 of college work 

instead of for the full four yeare. However, grades 

obtained during the first year of college aopear to be 

quite reliable indications of total college scholarship. 

Read (37, p.k68) found rather typical correlations 
between 

each semester average end four-year average. The correla- 

tions varied from .73 to .83, with a .76 relationship 

between the first semester grades and the four-year aver- 

age. According to Read (37', p.k69), the first 

semester average agrees about as well with the four-year 

average as does the average for any other semester." 

Lehman found similar correspondence between individual 

quarter marks end four-year marks in a study at Ohio State 

University. According to Lehman (32, p.217), "The cor- 

relations of first-, third-, and sixth-quarter point-hour 

ratios each with final cumulative point-hour ratio vere 

.66, .80, and .88, respectively." These studies appear 

to indicate that grades for two quarters would be fairly 

representative of four-year college scholarship. 
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CHAPTER II 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Studies of the predictive value of various aptitude 

teste used in schools have yielded infornit1on which has 

been very helpful in establishing the range of usefulness 

for eeoh of the measures. In order to evluete the worth 

of the results of the tests involved in this study, the 

resulte of some of these previous studies provide a basis 

for comparison. 

General Scholastic Prediction 

The prediction of general scholastic achievement has 

been facilitated by a great variety of scholastic aptitude 

teste. Most colleges make use of one or more of these 

measurs in their freshman orientation progrsm. The exten- 

aivo use of those tests hes given rise to a large 
number 

of studies attempting to determine the predictive values 

of the venous tests. 

One of the most widely used teste of general scholas- 

tic aptitude is the American Council on Education Psycholog- 

ical Examination. Most reports of relationship between 

scores on this test and generel college achievement 
show 

coefficients of correlation in the .50's. Stalnaker 

(k7, p.29), in a study of Purdue University freshmen in 

1926, found e correlation of .57 between the American 
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Council on Education Peycholoçical Examination scores 
and 

f iret semester grade-point average, but no index 
of varia- 

tion vas reported. A study by Kirkpatrick (2ô, p.8) 

of freshmen at Bethany College indicated a correlation 

with total grades of .57 for the group taking the 1958 

edition and .52 for the 1937 edition. No indication of 

variation vas reported. Crawford and Burnham (15, p.96), 

in 1936-37, secured a correlation of .53 for general 

scholastic achievement end scores on the American Council 

on Education Psychological Exeminetion, with no index 
of 

variation given. Shanner end Ruder (k5, p.89) found 

correlation of .52 with similar data in a study of 501 

University of Chicago freshmen in 1938. At the University 

of Minnesota, Williamson and B'din (57, p.10), from a 

study of 827 Arts College freshmen in 1935, reported 
a 

correlation of .50 between American Council on Education 

Psychological Examinstion scores and two-year honor point 

ratio and e correlation of .16 with first-year honor point 

ratio. These studies indicate the average correlation for 

this test with total grades to be close to .53. 

Another well known test for general scholastic apti- 

tude ii the Ohio $tete University Psychological Test. 

Kirkpatrick (28, p.38) at Bethany College secured a cor- 

relation of .58 between scores on this test and semester 

grade-point averages, but reported no measure of 
varia- 

tion. Ederton (19, p.18) correlat'd soo"es on this Ohio 



State Test and grades at Ohio State 
University for 1066 

freshmen in 192k and 1073 freshmen in 1925, and secured 

correlations of .52 and .k9 respectively. In their study 

m8de at the University of Minnesote 
in 1935, Williamson 

end Bordth (57, p.10) found correlations of .k6 with two-. 

year honor point ratio and .kl with 
first-year honor 

point ratio, using this sanie test. No index of variation 

vas reported. The correlations lor this test with 
total 

grades appear to center around a coefficient slightly 

below .50. 

Other teste show varying corre,lat ions 
around a median 

of about .50. Held (23, p.13-17), working at the Univer- 

sity of Pittsburgh, found the following 
correlations 

between grade-.point average and score2 
on various tests: 

ComDosite Placement Pest, .61; Cross English Placement 

Test, .53; Sones-Harry English 
Placement Examination, 

.50; and Thorndike Psychologtcal Examination, .39. A 

probable error of .02 vas reported for each of these 
cor- 

relations. Stalnaker (k7', p.29) found correlations of 

.56 for the Iowa Chemistry Aptitude Post, 
.5l. for the Iowa 

Mathematics Aptitude Test and .k6 for the Iowa English 

Training Pest. No index of variatton was given for 
these 

correlations with total grades. KIrkpatrick (28, p.)8) 

found a correintion of .59 between scores on the Pthtner 

Test of Mental Ability and college 
grades, but reported 

no measure of variation. Jordan (27, p.356) conducted a 
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study of 315 freshmen at the University of Arkan8aa and 

aecured a correlation with total grade5 of .k8 for the 

Army Alpha Examination, with a probable error of .03. 

Williamson and Bordin (57, p.10 found the Minnesota 

College Aptitude Test to have correlations of .kk and 

.kO, with two-year and first-year honor point ratios, 

respectively. No index of variation vas reported. 

Thurstone's Tests for Primary Mental Abilities have 8hOVn 

the highest correlation with grades to be for the Verbal 

Scale. Shanner and Kuder (k5, p.89) reported a correla- 

tion of .ki, and Ball (3, p.19) found 8. .35 correlation 

between the Verbal Scale and average grades. neither 

study reported an index of variation. Odell (36, p.28) 

used the Otis Self-Administering Teat of Mental Ability, 

Higher Examination, at the University of Illinois, and 

found a correlation with grades of .38, with a probable 

error of less than one third of the coefficient. 

Many other tests and other types of indicators, such 

as high school grades, have been used with similar results. 

The average high school mark is still regarded by some 

writers as the best single criterion for predicting per- 

formance in college (52, p.k92-500). However, this 

measure, as reported by a large number of investigators, 

indicates only fair predicting efficiency. The coef- 

ficients range from .29 to .77, with an average of .5k 

for the sixty-seven different studies (18, p.15-16). 
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Williamson and Bordin (57, p.10) found a correlation 

of .5k for high school percentile rank and college marke 

in their study at the University of Mtnnesota, but no 

measure of variation was given. The great variance from 

the average correlations obtained for khta measure, 

due partly to differing high school standards, makes it 

difficult, however, to placo too much reliance upon it 

for predictive purposes. 

Measures of genere.l academic achievement, then, 

appear to beve an average correlation very close to .50. 

Need for Specific Scholastic Prediction 

Measurements of general scholastic aptitude are 

useful, but they do not serve to differentiate between 

specific eptitudee within the large academic area pro- 

vided by inetitutions of higher learning. An individual 

might succeed very differently in a social science curri- 

culum from what he would in engineering. According to 

Associato Dean T. R. McConnell (57, p.iii): 

Prediction of success in college should be 
put on a differential basis as rapidly as 
poesible. It is not enough to predict col- 

lege achievement in general. In order to 

individualize students' programe so that 
they can make the greatest use of their 

particular interests, aptitudes, and pre 

vious attainments, it is essential to have 
some estimate of their probable achieve- 

ment in different courses or curriculums. 
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The teatina movement appearb to have been going 

through a period of development characterized by a 
genera] 

to-specific trend. The realization that teats have their 

uaef'ulnee8 in specific situations has influenced the type 

of teats and the methods of validation WhiCh have been 

developed. As Hull (25, p.19) pointed out in 1928: 

The recognition that if a test is to 

be of any particular value it must enable us 

to forecast a prttcular aptitude or group 
of aptitudes riei' tElE measure some hypo- 
thetical. or semi-metaphysical faculty, con- 

atitutea a great advance. During the period 

nov bppily drawing to a close, psychologists 
dominated by an essentially metaphysical 
notIon of intelligence and consequently 
having no definite concrete criterion against 
which to teat the validity of their teats, 
frequently moved in a circle in their 
scientific efforts. With the abandonment 

of this paralyzing idea of measuring gneral 
intelligence as the goal of testing 
there is nov appearing a vigorous and healthy 

concentration upon the development of teats 

for the greatest variety of particular con- 

crete eptitudos. 

?hia trend toward specific sptitude testing has 

given rise to conflicting ideas as to what is meant b a 

"specific aptitude'1 or "special intelligence." It is not 

purposed here to delve into this issue, but merely to 

suggest the definition intended in this study. It it 

well explained by Crawford and Burnham (15, p.15): 

Eo-called aptitudes or talents may be 

relatively simple or extremely complex. 
Few of those we shall consider for educa- 
tional guidance purposes are "unitary," al- 
though often popularly referred to as if 

they were. Most of them represent a 
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composite of several capacities. Matho- 
matical aptitude, engineering aptitude, 

medical or legal aptitude, talent for art, 

music or teaching, are terms which serve 
ai convenient--though inexact--labels to 
indIcate readinese-to-leern within the 

respective areas designated. 

Measures of specific aptitudes are needed not only 

for Individual guidance, but for the sectioning of 
classes 

in any given subject, Such estimates of ability to 

learn in a special field enable school authorities to 

provide for individual differences by putting students 

in groups of similar ability where they may progress at 

a rate more closely approaching their optimum. 

Aptitude testa for specific fields of learning also 

give admission advisers a more dependable basis for 

encouraging or discourcging entrance into a particular 

curriculum. Such teste may reduce considerably the per- 

centage of students who are elimInated by the wasteful 

procedure of failing them out at some time during their 

courses of study. According to Stuit and Lapp (51, p.251): 

The prediction of scholastic success in 

various school subjects at the secondary ìnd 

college level la one of our major personnel 

problems. Voctional guidance during this 
period constats quite largely of counseling 
with regard to the subjects which the Btudent 

must take in order to prepare for entrance 
to a certain occupation. . . 

A related personnel problem is that of 

adjusting instructional techniques to the 
student's perticular level of ability. . . 

A student who under ordinary circumstances 
'iould be doomed to academic failure might 
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conceivably do a satisfactory grade of 

work if his level of ability were to be 

taken into consideration. Likewise the 
student with high aptitude might gain a 
great deal more from a course if the SUb- 

ject matter proved sufficiently challeng- 
ing. Hence, for both educational and 
vocational guidance purposes, aptitude 
tests for specific subjects or groupa of 
subjects should prove valuable ir. clint- 
cal counseling. 

Need for Measuring Scientific and Engineering Aptitudes 

Success tri science and engineering curricula is 

dependent upon e number of factors such as ". . . the 

quality of intelligence, emotions, health, moral oharac- 

ter, aptitude, personality traita, and a large and rela- 

tively complex group of motivea' (ko, p.851). Rogers 

end Holoomb (ko, p.859) found that a knowledge of eng meer- 

ing motives was of considerable importance in this con- 

nection when used in conjunction with high school records 

and aptitude tests. It appears to be &ssumed that 

measures of speotal aptitude are essential to the ade- 

quate prediction of success in the field. 

It has long been a concern of the engineering profes- 

eton that only about forty per cent of the students who 

enroll es freshmen in schools of engineering survive to 

graduate. About half of the eliminated group fail to 

complete the course because of deficient scholastic 

aptitude for that particular curriculum (7, p.170; 2k, 

p.1; k6, p.200-20k; k8, p.76). H. A. Wagner (1, p.vt-vii), 
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former president of the Anierioaia Association of Engineers, 

expressed the engineering profession's concern over this 

problem: 

The American Association of Engineers 
has long felt that there is a criminal 
waste of time and money--on the part of 
both students and schools--in th process 
of weeding out during the first two years 
of an engineering course those moat 
obviously unfit. A large percentage of 
each entering class is eliminated through 
failures at eeoh successive examination; 
only a fraction of the original group sur- 
vives the finals. The psyohologioal effect 
of auch failures on students who should 
never have been admitted to the freshman 
clase is often unfortunate, entailing 
loas of confidence. To a degree at least, 
the stRndard of work for the entire class, 
and certainly ita rate of orogrese, must 
be tempered on account of these weaker 
studente. It would obviously be ideal 
if this process of selection could be 
performed when the student applies for 
admission to the class, rather than, as ac 
present, by the more cruel nd expensive 
method of elimination. The Association 
feels strongly that any undertaking which 
retarda the entrance into engineering 
schools and into the profession itself of 
those not naturally fitted for the work 
must strengthen the profession and make 
1_t possible for its members to demand 
rewards in proportion to incr'eaeed elf i- 
ciency. Eventually, society will feel the 
benefits of euch better instruction nd 
of the higher calibre of eu in the proles- 
e ion. 

Measurin scientific, as well as engineering, 

aptitudes may contribute to the individual's selection 

of educational end vocational goals in line with his 

general and epeotel abilities. Wise choices in these 
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areas of endeavor benefit the individual in terms 01' 

success and happiness, as well at benefiting society ft 

general ft money and time saved end generel discontent. 

ment avoided. Measures of specifl.c aptitude are of con- 

eidersble value, aleo, in locating young people with 

special ability who should be given opportunities to 

develop through appropriate educet tonal encouragement 

and through scholarships awarded even in elementary 

schools. 

Another important use of these special pt1tude 

testa is in the selection of personnel. electton pro- 

cedures based upon subjective methods alone may often 

result in the rejection of capable persons. According to 

a study by ndrewe (2, p.130), twenty-seven per cent 

more of a working group would have been found satisfactory 

if tests alone had been used in the selection. 

Prediction of Success in EngIneering Courses 

Studies of the relation between varloue test. scores 

and engineering grdes at the college and university level 

have shown correlations s high a. plus .70. The test 

yielding the highest correlation wee the Iowa Mathematics 

Training Test in a study reported by Johnson (26, p.15-i8). 

This study was 'made of 242 freshmen engIneering students 

ct Purdue University in 1939. Test scores were correlated 

with fIrst semester engtneertn grades and a. coefficient 
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of .70 was secured, with e standard error of .03. Scoree 

on tbia teet for another group of 227 studente ehowed a 

correlation with firet year engineering grsdes of .6k, 

with a etandard error of .0k. Feder and Adler (20, p.381) 

found a very eimilar relationehip with thie Iowa Mathe- 

nmtice Training 1eet in a study of eighty-four first year 

engineering etudents in 1938. The correlation wae .69, 

with a probable error of .0k. Langue (yo, p.855) 

studied 202 engineering studente at the University of 

Minnesota in 1926 and found a correlation of .68 between 

the Iowa Matheznatioa ?raining Teet and engineering gradee. 

No index of variation we given. Theee correlatione 

with engineering grades ueing the Iowa Mathematics Train- 

Ing Test appear to be consistently high. The use of 

this teet does appear to be limited, however, to studente 

who have had previous training in mathematics upon which 

much of the course work in engineering is based. 

The Iowa High School Content Examination, in the 

study made by Feder and Adler (20, p.381), showed a cor- 

relation with engineering grades of .69, with a probable 

error of .011. :Butsch (13, p.1107) used the Iowa High 

School Content Examination in a study of 333 engineering 

freshmen and secured a correlation with classroom grades 

of .55. He aleo discovered a correlation between the 

mathematics section of that test and grades which was 

slightly higher, .57. No index of variation was reported. 
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Al]. of the other sections of the teat showed lower 

correletions with engineering grades than did the 
mathe- 

matics section. 

Johnson (26, p.15-I8), n the study of 237 engineer- 

ing studente at Purdue University, found the Cooperative 

Intermediate Algebra Pest to have a correlation 
with 

first semester engineering grades of .63, with ¿. 8tandard 

error of .0k. In a study of 202 engineering students at 

the University of Minnesota, Langue (30, p.855) found 

a correlation with first quarter grdes of .60 for the 

Iowa Mzthematica ¡ptitude Test and .58 for the 
Iowa 

Chemistry Aptitude Peat. No meeaures of varistion vere 

reported. Feder and ifler (20, p.381) found the Iowa 

English Plcement Test to have e correlation of .60, with 

Et probable error of .05, with engineering grades. At the 

University of Maine, Brush (ii, p.307) made a study 
of 

twenty-one tests and found only two of the group to have 

correlations with engineering mrks which were above .50. 

The Columbia Reearch Buresu Physics Pest gave a coeff i- 

oient of .59, with a probable error of .0k, and the 

Columbia Research Bureau Algebra Teat gave a .53 correla- 

tion, with a probable error of .0k. 

The Pmerican Council on Education Psychological 
Exam- 

ination has been found to have correlations 
with engineer- 

ing grades varying from .56 down to .3k. 
Johnson (2e, 

p.15-18) reported the .56 coefficient between this test 
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and engineering gr8de8, with a standard 
error of .0k. 

Holcomb (2k, p.32), in his study at Oregon State College, 

secured a correlation between this 
teat and engineering 

grades of .55, with a probable error of .06. At Marquette 

University, Butach (13, p.k05) 
discovered e correlation 

between scores on the Americen Council 
on Education 

Psychological Examination and engineering 
grades of .52, 

but no index of variation was given. 
Waits (56, p.268) 

reported from a study of the grades 
of 212 engineering 

students that the correlation with 
this teat was .k7. 

Lay-cock and Hutcheori (31, p.280) found the correlation 

between this test and first year engineering 
marks to 

be as low as .3k, but no measure of variation was reported. 

The various studies appear to indicete 
a median coeff i- 

oient of about .52 for the correletion between the 

American Council on Education Psychologicel 
Examination 

and engineering grades. 

Johnson (26, p.15i8), in his study at Purdue Univer- 

etty, found a. correlation with engineering grades 
for 

the Purdue Placement Test in English 
of .5k, with a 

probable error of .0k. He also found the Verbal Scale 

of Thuretone's Tests for Primary Mental 
Abilities to 

have a correlation with engineering 
grades of .52, with 

a probable error of .05. However, two other studies have 

indic*ted lover correlations for this 
Verbal Scale of 
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Thuratone's Teat and engineering gredea. Ber'nreuter and 

Goodrnen (6, p.59) reported a correlation of .33 and 

Goodman (22, p.56), in another study, found e relation- 

ahip of .3k between acorea on the Verbal Scale and engin- 

eering grades. No measures of variation vere given. The 

other scales of the Thuratorie Teat showed correlations 

with engineering marks varying from .0k to .36. 

At the University of Arkansas, Jordan (27, p.357) 

secured a correlation with engineering grades, using the 

Army Alpha Examination, of .51 with a probable error of 

.06. The Ohio State University Psychological Test, ce 

reported by Edgerton (19, p.18), gave a correlation with 

grades of .k6 in a study of 372 freshmen in an engineering 

curriculum, but no index of variation was reported. 

Butech (15, p.k05) found a correlation between high 

school rank and engineering grades of .55, with no 

measure of variation given, in a study of 333 freshman 

engineering students at Marquette University. 

These studies indicate that there ta one teat, the 

Iowa Mathematics Training Test, which consistently shows 

a correlation higher than .60. Others have constant 

relationships in the .50's and even a general scholastic 

aptitude test such as the American Council on Education 

Psychological Examination shows ari average correlation 

of about .52 with engineering grades. 
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Prediction of Success in Ms.theznaties Courae$ 

As one of the most essential tool subjects of engin- 

eering, mathematics is very closely related to engineering 

itself. Prediction of success in mathematics does not 

appear to be considerably different from the prediction 

of success in engineering courses. 

The same test which gave the highest correlation 

for engineering, the Iowa Mathematics Training Peat, 

also had the highest relationship with mathematics. 

Remmere (38, p.k2 made a etudy of 620 students t 

Purdue University in 192ó and found the scores on the 

Iowa Mathematics Training Test and mathematics grades 

to correlate to the extent of .66, but no index of varia- 

tion was given. Stoddard (k9, p.78) reported a correla- 

tien for the same test of .52 from a study of loo Univer- 

ity of Iowa students. He also found that the loua 

Mathem&tics Aptitude Test gave a correlation with mathe- 

maties grades of .ki. No measures of variation were 

indicated. 1.nglie (30, p.851) conrnuted the correlation 

between test scores and mathematcs grades for 16) 

studenti et the University of Wnnesota and found coef- 

ficients of .k9 for the Training Pest and .1l for the 

Aptitude Test. No index of variation was reported. 

Another widely used test for mathematical prediction 

is the mathematical section of the College Entrance 
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Examination Board Test. Crawford and Thurnhem (1k, p.301) 

reorted correlations for this section of the test and 

mathematics grades between .k2 end .62, using numbers of 

subjects varying from 133 to 329. No measures of varie- 

tion were given. Landry (29, p.257) conducted e. study of 

20k college freshmen and found the mathematical ection 

of this test to gIve a correlation of .k9, with a probable 

error of .0k. He also found a correlation between the 

total acore of the College Entrence Examination Board. 

Test arid mathematIcs grades of k3 with a probable error 

of .0k. 

Landry (29, p.257) also reported a correlation for 

the Cooperative Test Service Mathematics Teat and college 

mathematics marks of .k8, with a probable error of .0k. 

Crawford and Burnham (1k, p.301) reported correlations 

with mathematics grades varying from .39 to .66 for 
the 

Quantitative Reasoning Test (Pest IV of the Yale Battery). 

Numbers of subjects used varied from 133 to 329, but no 

index of variation was reported. 

The American Council on Education Psychological 

Examination's quantitative section (Q-score) has been 

reported by Sedar (kk, p.99) to correlate to the extent 

of .51, with a probable error of .03, with high school 

mathematics erades. Sedar (kk, p.100) aleo found a 

correlation between the total score of the American 
Council 

on Education Psychological Examination and 
grades in high 
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achool matheastice couraea of .51, but reported no 

meaeure of variation. Williamson and Bordin (57, p.23) 

found scores on this teat to have a correlation of .ki 

with college mathemetics grades, but indicated no index 

of variation. 

Held's (23, p.22) report from the University of 

Michigan shoved the Composite Placement Examination to 

have a correlation of .k9, with a probable error of .02, 

and the Columbia Research Bureau Algebra Pest to have 

a correlation with college mathematics grades of .k8, 

with a probable error of .02. Odell (36, p.28) using 

the Otis Self-Administering Pest of Mental Ability, 

Higher Examination, discovered a relationship of .146 

with college freshman arithmetic grades, with a probable 

error of less than one third of the coefficient. Ball 

(3, p.19) computed correlations for the parts of the 

Thurstone Teats for Primary Mental bilities and dis- 

covered the Number Scale to have e. relationship with 

first semester college mathematics grades of .ki and 

the Deductive Reasoning Scale, .35, with a probable error 

of .10 for both correlations. The correlations for the 

other scales were all lover. Bernreuter and Goodman 

(6, p.59) ran similar correlations with college maths- 

maties marks and found the Deductive Reasoning Scalo 

to have a .1411 coefficient; the Inductive Reasoning Scale, 

.29; and the Number Scale, .27, with all the other scales 
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lower. One hundred and aeventy atudenta were used 
in 

the study, but no meaeures of variation were given. 

Root (k, p.79) made a atudy 0±' 569 freshmen at the 

University of Pittaburgh and diecovered the 
correlation 

between the Thorndike Intelligence Examination 
for High 

School Graduates and mathematics grades to be .39, with 

a probable error of .06. The Army Alpha Examination was 

shown to have a correlation with college mathematics 

grades of .38, with s probable error of .03 by Stone 

(50, p.299) and of .21, with a probable error of .0k, 

by Jordan (27, p.356). 

Williamson and Bordin (57, p.2)) reported e correla- 

tion between high achool percentile rank and college 

mathematics marks of .k9, but no index of variation was 

indicated. 

Prediction of Success in Physical Science 

(Excluding Chemistry) Courses 

The prediction of success in the physical sciences 

(excluding chemistry) has centered mostly around physics 

itself. Studies in the field have reported correlations 

up to .78, but that high a relationship has been so rarely 

found that it does not appear to be adequately substan- 

tiated as yet. 
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Stuit arid Lapp (51, p.253) conducted a study of 

107 students at the Univer8ity of Iowa, using the Iowa 

Mathemattcv Aptitude Te8t and the Iowa Phyeics 
Aptitude 

Test in corre1tion with phycice achievement. They found 

corre].ation of .78 and .66 for the reepective tet8 

when ech one wae correl8ted with physics grades. In 

another phase of their study, they found a oorr1ation 
of 

.50 between acores on the Iowa Physics ?ptitude 
Test 

and scores on the Cooperative Phyeics Achievement 
Teat. 

No measures of variation were included in the report of 

the study. Bear (M, p.382) also tiaed the Iowa Physics 

Aptitude Test in a study of thirty-eight freshmen in a 

college physics class and found a correlation 
of .50, 

with a probable error of .08, for the first semester 

physics grades and a correlation of .25, with a 
probable 

error of' .10, for first year physics grades. Bear con- 

eluded (k, p.38k): "In light of the abov3 it would seem 

inadvisable to assign more than slight value to 
the test 

for predicting capacity for work in physics." It does 

seem to appear that the most probable average 
correla- 

tion for the Iowa Physics Aptitude Test and physics 

achievement is around .50. 

Marshall (3k, p.707-708) made a study in 1939 of 

18 senior students at Franklin and Marshall 
College, 

using the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test end physio 

grades. His obtained correlation for scores on 
thî 
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test and phyatce grades WE .77, with a probb1e error 

of .07. Thia figure may not be very re1ib1e in view 

of the fact that his Etudent "were 8eleoted so as to 

include both good end poor tudent." (311, p.7O'7. This 

procedure might tend to give pur1ouß1r high correla- 

tions. The ein&ill number of aubjecta uzed increased 

considerably the chance of sampling error, a1o. Mer- 

shall (33, p.k33_k3lt) reported another study of the 

Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test and college 
science 

grades in 19k2 with astonishingly different results. 

In this study, with a group of forty-six students, he 

found the test scores to correlate with physics grdea 

to the extent of .142, with a probable error of .08. These 

conflicting reports on the Stanford Scientific Aptitude 

Test's predictive value for aucesa tri physical science 

courses indicates that further studies are needed 
to 

determine the true relationship. 

Crawford end Burnham (114, p.3O1, in their study 

at Yale, found the mathematical section of the 
College 

Entrance Examination Board Test to have correletions 

with college physics grades rnging from .31 to .59 

and the Quantitative Reasoning Test (Test IV of the 

Yale Battery) to have correlations varying prom .22 to 

.149. Groups of subjects numbering from 161 to 
3514 wore 

used in these studies, but no measures of variation were 

reportsd. 
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Moore (35, p.633), in connection with defense train- 

ing courseE established during World War II, found cor- 

relations for two teats as they were related to scorea 
on 

the Cooperative Mechtnics Test, a physics achievement 

test. He found the Bennett Test of Mechanical Comprohen- 

sion to 8how a corre1atior with scores ori the physics 

achievement test of .52 and discovered the Otis Self- 

J'dmini5tering Test of Mental Ability, Higher Examination, 

to correlate to the extent of .50 with the same criterthn. 

Two hundred ninety-two students were used in the study, 

but no index of variatton was given. Stuit and Lapp 

(51, p.252) found icores on the Mann Engineering Drawing 

Aptitude Test to have a correlttion of .51 with college 

physics grades. No measure of varttion was reported. 

Rogers (211, p.)311.) found an average correlation for the 

Thorndike Intelligence Test and college physics grades 

of .k9, with probable errore ranging from .03 to .07. 

foot p.79' secured e comparable correlation cf .50, 

with a probable error of .01, for the same teat and 

physics grades in a study at the University of Pitts- 

burgh. Shanner end Kuder (k5, p.9O\, In study of 

freshmen taking an introductory physical science course 

at the University of Chicago, found the following cor- 

relations between grados in the course and scores on 

teste: the reductive Reasoning Scale of Thurstone's 

Teste for Primary Mental Abilities, .k8; the American 
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and the C].leg Eitrane xamination Board Teet, .k(. 

No measures of variation were reported. one (50, 

p.299) reported a .44 correlation, with a probable error 

of .05, between Army Alpha Examination acorea and first 
senieater college physics grades. 

tudtoe of the Merican Council on Education 

Psychological Examination and physical science grades 

have shown differing reltionabips. Crawford and Burnham 

(î5, p.96) reported a correlation of .40 for the total 

score on this test and grades in a physical science intro- 

ductory course at the college level, but no index of 

variation was given. Seder (4k, p.99-100) found correla- 

tione with higtì school physics grades of .29 for the 

total score on the American Council on Education Psycholog- 

ical Examination, .23 for the quantitative part score 

and .27 for the language part score, with a probable error 

for each correlation of .07. Brewer (9, p.20) obtained 

correlations with college physical science grades for 

this test's total score of .26, for the c.-acore of .18 

eud for the L-score of .22. No index of variation was 

reportad. 

Held (23, p.22) secured a correlation between the 

Columbia Research ßureau Physics Test and college 
physics 

grades of .32, with a probable error of .07. Ball's 

(3, p.19) study of the Thurstone Tests for Priivary 
Mental 
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Abilities shove the Deductive Reasoning Scale to have a 

correlation wIth grades in physical science courses of 

.31, with a standard error of .06. This is considerably 

lover than the .118 reported for the same types of data in 

the study by Shanner and Kuder (k5, p.90). All the other 

scales in this test evidenced a lower relationship with 

physical science grades than did the Deductivo Reasoning 

Scs.le. 

Measuring devices in the field of physical science 

appear to give consistent relationships with physical 

science grades which are little better than the predic- 

tive values obtained from the measures designed for the 

prediction of general scholastic achievement. The Iowa 

Mathematics Aptitude Test, as an exception, has shown a 

fairly high predictive value for physics grades, having 

a correlation of .78 in one study. However, more etudiee 

of this typo are needed to conf Irm or deny this high 

correspondence. 

Prediction of Success in Chemistry Courses 

Studies of prediction in the field of chemistry 

find the Iowa Chemistry Aptitude Test and the Iowa 

Chemistry Training Test giving the highest consistent 

relationships with classroom grades in this subject. 

These tests show correlatiorì ranging from .57 down to 
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The Iowa Chemistry Aptitude Te6t is reported by 

Reu8eer, Brinegar and Frank (39, p.199) to have a cor- 

relation with college ohemlatry gradea of .57, with a 

probable error of .05. Lenglie (30, p.851's found the 

teat to have the saine correlation in hie study at the 

Univereity of Minnesota. Remmer (38, p.k2) reported a 

very similar correlation et Purdue Untvereity, th8t ta, 

.55, from a study of 2kk students, but no index of varta- 

tion was gtven. Cornog and toddard (16, p.70k) found 

a 8ornewhat lower average relationabtp for thta teat 
and 

chemiatry gradea of .11k, with en average probable error 

of .06, in a etudy involving 6k8 etudenta from five 

univerettiee. Stoddard (k9, p.75), in a atudy of 100 

etudente at the University of Iowa, 8ecured a .kO cor- 

relation between the Iowa Chemistry Aptitude Teat and 

chemtatry gradea, but reported no measure of variation. 

The other teat in the Iowa cheniietry 5ertea, the 

Iowa Chemistry Training Teat, has been reported by 

Reus8er, Brthegar and Frank (39, o.199) to ahoy a cor- 

relation with chemistry grades of .57, with a probable 

error of .05. The same correlation was found by Cornog 

and Stoddard (iC, p.701) in a similar atudy, but Langue 

(30, p.851) found the teat to have a correlation of only 

.113 in a study of 168 students who were members 
of one 

chemistry class at the University of Minnesota. 
No 

meaurea of variation vere reported. Stoddard (119, p.75) 
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aleo found low correlation, that of in his study 

of the Iowa Chemistry Training Test with sixty-nine 

chemistry students at the University of Iowa. On the 

whole, however, it appears that the Iowa Chemistry 

Aptitude and Chemistry Training Teste correlate with 

college chemistry grades about .55. 

The one study (55, p.171) of the Columbia Research 

Bureau Chemistry Test found it to hive correlation with 

chemistry grades of .63, 'with a probable error of .06, 

but as only fifty subjects were employed, any true 

relationship between these types of data he not been 

sufficiently established at present to be accepted. 

Seder (1k, p.100) reported correlations with high 

school chemistry grades of .55, .55 and .38, respectively, 

for the American Council on Education Psychological 

Examin8tion total score, L-score and Q-acore. Hold 

(23, p.22) found the Powers Chemistry Placement Test 

to correlate with college chemistry grades to the 
extent 

of .5k, with a probable error of .02, using 362 subjects. 

Reimners (38, p.k2) reported the lows Mathematics Training 

Teat to have a correlation of .52 with college chemistry 

grades in a study of 195 students at Purdue University. 

Rogers (ki, p.3311) found an average correlation of .k5, 

with probable errors varying from .03 to .07, between the 

Thorndike Intelligence Test and grades in college 
chemistry 

courses. For the same types of data, Root (k), p.79) 
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found a eimtlar correlation of 
.143, wIth a probable error 

of .03. t'ickter (17, p.k11) reported the mathemattc.1 

eotton of the College Entrance Examination 
Board Test 

to correlate to the extent of .2, with a probable error 

of' .01, with college chemistry marks. 

ßernreuter and Goodman (6, p.59), in their study 

of the several parts of Thurstone' Tests for Primary 

Mental Abilities and chemistry gredea, 
found the highest 

correlation for the Deductive Reasoning 
Seele, that of 

.ki. Ball (3, p.k also found the Deductive Scale to be 

the highest among the Thurstone Tests 
and to have the 

seme correlation of »41 with chemistry grades. Reusser, 

Brinegar end Frank (39, p.199) secured e correlation of 

.142, with a probable error o .05, between the Ohio State 

University Psychological Test end grades 
in college 

chemistry courses. 

Marshall's (33, p.k33k)k) second study shoved 
the 

Stanford Scientific Aptitude Pest to correlate 
with 

grades in college chemistry courses to the 
extent of .)b, 

with e probable error of .08, using forty-seven subjects. 

His previous study (3k, p.708) gave e 
correlation of .80, 

with a probable error of .06, but special selection and 

a low number of subjects suggest that this 
figure may 

not hve been truly representative. 
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Stone (50, p.299) found a correlation of .31, with 

a probable error of .0k, between the 1'rmy Alpha Examina- 

tion and chemistry grades. Odell (36, p.28 found a 

correlation of .30 between the Otis Self-Administering 

Pest of Mental Ability, Higher Emination, and marks in 

college chemistry oleases. 

Success in chemistry courses, it seems, correlates 

on an average approximately .55 with some of the existing 

teste, including the Iowa Chemistry Aptitude Test, the 

Iowa Chemistry Training Test and the American Council 

on Education Psychological Exemination. 

Prediction of Success in Biological Science Courses 

Studies in this aree uae criteria such e grades 

in biologicel science, introductory courses, zoology 

courses and botany courses. Seder (1ik, p.100) reported 

correlations between high school biology gredes and the 

American Council on Education Psychological Examination 

as follows: total acore, .56; L-score, .60; and Q-acore, 

.30. Williamson and Bordin (57, p.22) found a reletion- 

ship of .k9 between the total scores on this teat and 

college biology honor points, and Shanner and Kuder 

(k5, p.90) reported a .k8 correlation. Crawford and 

Burnham (15, p.96) obtained e. similar correlation, .k7, 
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science 

course. No index ot variation was reported. 

Held (23, p.22) used the Rucb-Cosstnan Biology 

Placement Test and found correlations of .56, vith a 

probeble error of .06, with bott.ny grades and .k9, with 

a probable error of .05, with zoology marks. Wagner 

(55, p.172) secured e. correlation of .55 with zoology 

redes by using the science sub-test of the Iowa High 

School Content Examination. However, this science sub- 

test correlated on17 .k with botany mrks. No measures 

of variation were given. The Phorndike Intelligence 

Exeinination has shown correlations with college biology 

grades e52, error (k), p.79), 

and of .k3, an average of coefficients, with probable 

errore ve.rying between .03 and .07 (ki, p.33k). 

Mrehall (33, p.k33-k3k) found the Stanford Scien- 

tific Aptitude Test to correlte with biology grades to 

the extent of .52, with a probable error of .07, in his 

later study of forty-aix college etudenta. In hie earlier 

study of eighteen picked seniors (3k, p.708), Mrehall 

obtained a correlation of .71, with a probable error of 

.09, which seems artificially high. 

Shanner and Kuder (k5, p.90), in their study at the 

University or Chicago, discovered a .k8 correlation between 

the College Entrance Exanitnation Board Test and an intro- 

ductory course in biological science, but reported no 
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index of variation. The Obto State Univeraiy Pycho1og- 

ical Test hae been shown to correlate to the extent of 

.116 with science honor pointe obttned in bio1oica1 

science eoure (ST, p.22). The Deductive Reasoning 

Scale of Thurstone's Peste for Primary Mental Abilities 

showed a correlation of .k2 with biology grades (il-5, 

p.90) and a coefficient of .23 with grades in botany 

courses (3, p.19). The Otis Self-Administering Test of 

Mental Pbility, Higher Examinition, (36, p.28) was found 

to correlate to the extent of .k2 with botany grades and 

of .20 with biology grades, but rio measures of variation 

were given. Stone (50, p.299) reported a correlation of 

.22, with ¿ probable error of' .0k5, between the army 

Alpha Examination and grades in biology. 

It appears from these studies that the highest con- 

8iatent relationship between biology grades and the uiost 

appropriate tests is represented by a coefficient of cor- 

relation of .50. This correlation with grades in courses 

in biological science is practically identical with those 

found between general scholestic aptitude tests and 

general academic achievenient. 

This review of studies in the prediction of success 

in the various scholastic subjects presents a background 

of information which facilitates the evaluation of' results 

obtained from similar comparisons of the two tests 
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involved in thia study, the stanford Scientific Aptitude 

Test and the Engineering ad Physical science Aptitude 

Teat. A review ot th studies of these tests to deter- 

mine what has been learned as to their specific 
predictive 

value follows. 

Prediction of Seholsttc Success by the 

Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test 

The author of the Stanford betentific Aptitude 
Test, 

Dr. D. L. Zyve (8, p.5), reported a study which was 

conducted in connection with the validation of the test. 

It was done by having judges (faculty members who were 

best acquainted with the experimental group of students') 

rate the students as to scientific aptitude. These 

ratings were then correlted with ccores from this test 

with the following results: ten physics students, .95, 

with a probable error of .07; nineteen electrical. engin- 

earing students, .89, with a probable error of .03; and 

twenty-one chemistry students, .77, with e probable error 

of .05. Zyve (5B, p.536) also correlated his test scores 

with total grade-point averages for two separate groupe 

of students. One was a scientific group and the other 

was a non-scientific group, as determined by the type of 

courses they were taking. He found a correlation of .50, 

with a probable error of .07, for the scientific group 
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and a coefficient of .02, with a probeb1e error of .09, 

for the rion-cientific group. 

Mrtha11's (3k, p.707-708) 1939 study of 18 eentora, 

'who were definiteI selected eo z to include both good 

arid poor atudent ta o1ence course2, 8howed correlatione 

for physics gradee of .77, vtth probable error o' .07; 

chemttry grades, .80, with a probeble error of .06; 

blology gradee, .71, with a probable error of .09; and 

total science grdee, .76, with a probable error of .065. 

Tho reliebility o' these coefficiente, however, may be 

subject to sorne question because of the special selection 

and the enwll number of oases used. $eleeting cases 

from the extremes of performence tends to have the effect 

of raising any correlation which is obtained. The small 

number of' ceses increases the chance factor in the rela- 

tionship secured. 

Marehell must have realized the necessity for further 

study of this teet, for he followed it with anothei.' ir. 

19k2 ()3, p.k)3-k3k). rn this study, forty-three to 

forty-seven subjects were used end, apparently, they were 

selected at random by the inclusion of entire groups. 

The sizes of these groups offered a better basis 
for 

establIshing relationships than did the former group. This 

study showed strikingly different correlations 
from those 

obtained ecriter, to wit: phyaic grades, .12, with a 

probable error of .08; chemistry grades, .36, with a 
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probable error of' .085; biology grades, .52, with a 

probable error of .07; and freahman and sophomore total 

science gradee, .4O, with a probable error of .09. 

Merehell also reported a reliability coefficient 
of .98 

for the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Teat, 
based on the 

acores of twentyf ive students who took the teat at the 

end of their sophomore year and again during 
their senior 

year (33, p.k33_k3k). However, Crawford (12, p.k5k), 

in The Nineteen Forty Mental Measurements 
Yearbook, 

reported a reliability coefficient of .60 
for this test, 

by the method either of split-half, or 
of peired eucces- 

sive sub-teat scores. 

In 19ko, Benton and Perry (5, p.311) made a study 

of the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Teat 
involving forty- 

three studente, and compared the correlations 
obtained 

from it with those from the American Council 
on Education 

Psychological Examination for three selected 
areas of 

scholastic achievement. They found that for total grades 

the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Teat showed a correla- 

tion of .37, with a probable error of .09, and the pmerioan 

Council on Education Psychological Examination 
showed a 

coefficient of .31, with a probable error 
of .09. For 

scientific grades (including biology, 
chemistry, phyiC, 

dre.fting, engineering geology, and mathematics), 
the 

correlation from the Stanford Test was .37, with a 
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probable error of .09, and from the other teat it was .27, 

with a probable error of .10. For the non-scientific 

grades, the relstionahip was .30, with a probable error 

of' .09, for this Stanford Test and .kl, with a probable 

error of' .09, for the American Council on Education 

Psychological Examination. 

Another study on the Stanford Scientific Aptitude 

Pest vs. reported by Crawford (12, p.k5k-k55) in which 

the test vas administered to a representative 
group of 

1k3 Yale University freshmen. A correlation of .30 vas 

found between test scores and year-grades 
in science or 

pre-engtneering courses, but no index of 
variation was 

given. 

It is apparent that the studies on this teat are not 

extensive enough to enable adequate evaluation 
to be made 

of its values for predicting success in specific curricula. 

Prediction of Scholastic Success by the 
Engineering 

and Physical Science Aptitude Test 

The Engineering and Physical Science Aptitude 
Test 

was published in 19k) and no studies on it have apparently 

become available as yet, with the exception of the on 

reported in the manual for the test (8, p.5). This 

study, conducted in 19k2, vas used 
to validate the test. 

Correlations were computed for 188 high 
school graduates 
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taking summer courses in introductory engineering 
sub- 

jects. The correlation for the total grades 
from the 

engineering courses was .73; physics grades, .72; 

chemistry grades, .66; mathematics grades, .59; grades 

in manufacturing processes, .38; and drafting grades, 

.35. No measures of variation vere shown. It is evident 

that other studies on the predictive value of 
this test 

are needed. 

This review of studies in certain fields of scholas- 

tic prediction indicates that much remains to be 
done, 1f 

prognosis of success in special academic areas is to be 

effective. The whole field still appears to be in an 

exploratory stage. 



CHAPTER III 

THE STUDY 

The specific purpose of this study was the 
determina- 

tion of relationship between certain tests and success 
in 

various academic areas at the college leveL This rela- 

tionship was measured through correlations, using 
the 

product-moment method in the calculation of the coef- 

ficients. 

Tests Used in the Study 

The two tests of special concern in this study were 

designed to measure aptitude in science or engineering. 

One of these wao the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test, 

by Dr. D. L. Zyve. It was copyrighted in 1929, 1930, 

and is intended for use with high school and college 

students. It is published by the Stanford University 

Press, Stanford University, C'lifornia. This test 

attempts to meesure scientific aptitude by means of 

eleven aub-tests (21, p.177) upon the following topics: 

(i) experimental bent, (2) clarIty of definition, (3) 

suspended versus snap judgment, ()i reasoning, (5) incon- 

sistencies, (6) fallacies, (7) induction, deduction and 

generalization, (8) csution and thoroughness, (9) dis- 

crimthatton of values in selecting nd arranging 
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experimental d8ta, (lo) accuracy of interpretation, 

and (ii accuracy of ob8ervation. It i a power examina- 

tion of the group, pencil-and-paper, language and per- 

formance types of tests and takes between one and two 

hours to complete. It has no set time limits. 

The other test we..s the Engineering and Physical 

Science Aptitude Test compiled under the direction of 

Drs. Bruce V. Moore, C. J. Lapp and Charlee H. Griffin 

of The Pennsylvania State College (8, p.1-8). It was 

copyrighted in 193 and is intended for use at the col- 

lege level. It is published by The Psychological Corpora- 

tion, 522 Fifth Av3nue, New York 18, New York. Thi8 test 

Httetnpt8 to measure aptitude for engineering and for 

physical science by means of six individually timed 

parts: (i) mathematics, (2) formulation, (3) physical 

science comprehension, () arithmetic reasoning, (5) 

verbal comprehension, and (6) mechanical comprehension. 

Time limits for the individual perte vary from ten to 

fifteen minutes. This pencil and paper test takes an 

over-all time of about an hour and fifteen minutes to 

complete. 

The American Council on Education Psychological 

Examination and the Ohio Btate tnivorsity Psychological 

Te8t vere also used in this study for comparison pur- 

poses. The American Council on Education Psychological 
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Examintion vas used in three vaya: (i) total score, 

(2) quentitative or Q-score, and (3) language or L-score. 

This study hes, thus, medo use of six test. veriablea: 

(i) the Stanford Scientific Îptitude Teat, (2) the Engin- 

eering and Physical Science Aptitude Test, (3) The 

J\merican Council on Educetion Psychological Examination 

total score, () the American Council on Education 

Payohologice.l Examination Q-acore, (5) the American 

Council on Education Psychological Examination L-acore, 

and (6) the Ohio Stete University Paychologcal Test. 

Grades Used in the Study 

The grades used ifl the study were all Oregon 

State College courses. Grades were given honor-point 

values in accordance with the system employed at the 

College: A equals four; B, three; C, two; D, one; arid 

F, zero, for each hour of credit. The total number of 

honor pointa involved vas finally divided by the number 

of hours to find the grade point average related to the 

problem. 

Grades were available for the first two quarters 

of college work in the case of sixty-two per cent of the 

376 subjects used in the study, as shown in Table I. 

Gredea available for the remaining thtrtyeight per cent 

vere for numbers of quarters varying from one to six. 
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Distribution of Subjects by the Number of 

Quarters for Which Grades Were Available 

Quarters Number Per Cent of Total 

One Quarter 52 1k 

Two Quartera 232 b2 

Three Quarters 39 10 

Four Quartera 30 8 

Five Quartera 20 5 

Six Quarters 3 

Total 376 1.00 

Median Number of Quartera - 2 

Mean Number of QuRetera - 2.3 

Por the moat part, the grades represented marks obtained 

during the 19k6-19k7 academic year. 

Six categories of grades vere used in this ttudy: 

(i) total grades, (2) engineering, (3) mathematics, (k) 

physical science (excluding chemistry), (5) chemistry, 

and (6) biological science. Each subject's grades in any 

of the above areas in which he had taken courses vere 

extracted and the grade-point average computed. 
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Total grade-point averagee vere determined by 

averaging all grades available at Oregon State Collego 

for each individual used. This average represented 

courses in all areas rather than merely a total of the 

l'ive selected academic areas tree..ted in the study. 

Phy8ical Science (excluding chemisbry) gradepoint 

averages were found by extracting grade. in all physics, 

geology, astronomy and physical science survey courses. 

Chemistry grade-point averages were based upon all 

chemistry courses, except that courses in chemical engin- 

eering vere excluded as they seemed to be more properly 

located in the engineering area. 

Biological science grade-point averages were corn- 

puted from grdee in courses in the fields of bacteriol- 

ogy, botany, entomology, and zoology. Biological science 

survey courses and courses in bioecology vere also 

included. 

Engineering grade-point averages vere determined 

by averaging the grades available for chemical, civil, 

electrical, mechanical, mining ana general engineering 

courses. 

Mathematics grade-point averages vero ascertained by 

using all grades available in the mathematics field. 
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Subjects Employed in the Study 

This study involved 376 Oregon State College mele 

students who took at least one of the two aptitude 
testa 

on which this study is based and at least one of 
the two 

genera]. scholastic aptitude tests employed. The subjects 

took these tests et some time during the calender 
year 

19k6 or the first querter of 19k7. 

The students used in this study were distributed 

among eight aeperate schools of Oregon State College, 
as 

shown in Teble II. Over half of the subjects were 

enrolled in the Schools of Engineering or Lower Division. 

The remainder were tri the schools of Business and Industry, 

AgrIculture, Science, Forestry, Pharmacy and Educe.tton. 

Th subjects of this study represented students who 

sought the aid of the counseling service at the College. 

On the American Council on Education Psychological Examina- 

tion, they appesred to be representative of everage 

college freshmen in regard to general soholeatic aptitude, 

as shown tri Teble III. The distribution of scores for 

these subjects on this examination indicates this group 

to be slightly higher than the usuel freshman group 
at 

Oregon State College, with the median acore of the studied 

group six points higher. The distribution of the scores 

ori the Ohio State University Psychologies]. Pest 
also 

indicates this group to be slightly superior in general 
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Pable II 

Distribution of Subjects Employed in the Study by School. 

School Number Per Cent of Total 

Agriculture 36 10 

Business and Industry 59 16 

Education k i 

Engineering 137 36 

Forestry 16 k 

Lower Division 86 23 

Pharmacy 8 2 

Science 30 8 

Total 576 100 

scholastic aptitude to the average college freshman 

group, with the median score of the studied group three 

points higher, as shown in Table IV. 

The distribution of subjects by the established 

decilee of these two general scholastic aptitude tests, 

while not shoving an exact ten per cent in each decile, 

confirme the opinion that the group is quite representa- 

tive of average college freshmen in regard to academic 

aptitude. Throughout the last eighteen years, the Oregon 

State College norms and the national norms for the 



Table III 

Distribution of Subjects Employed in the Study 

by Decilee of the American Council on 

Education Psychological Examination' 

Decl.le Number Per Cent of Total 

10th 58 16 

9th kl 11. 

8th k2 12 

7th 37 10 

6th k2 12 

5th 36 10 

1h 3k 9 

3rd 2k 7 

2nd 31 8 

1t 17 5 

Total 362 100 

Median of Scoreø for the Subjects in This Study - 10k 

Median of Scores for All. Oregon State Freshmen, 

19k6 - 98 

'Deciles are from the Oregon State College Freshman norms 

for the fall of 19146. 
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Pable IV 

Distribution of Subjects Employed in the Study by Decile 

of the Ohio State University Psychological Teet 

Dec 11e Number Per Cent of Total 

10th 17 

9th 3k 10 

8th k3 12 

7th 50 1k 

6th k5 13 

5th 36 io 

kth k7 13 

3rd 

2nd 

let 

Total 

Median of Scores 

Median of Scores 

*Deo ties are based 
in the autumn of 

ki 11 

30 8 

13 k 

356 100 

for the Subjects in This Study - 78 

for Ohio College Freshmen - 75 

on 3889 OhIo College freshmen tested 
L9k0. (53, p.14) 
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American Council on Education Psychological Examination 

have had approximately the same means and distributions, 

except that the range of scores at Oregon State College 

has been sligbt» contracted at both extremes. 

Procedure 

The procedure used tu this study was that of cor- 

relating individual scores on each of the various testa 

with grade-point averages in each of the six academic 

areas used. The coefficients of correlation vere deter- 

mined by the product-moment method. The probable varia- 

bility of the obtaIned correlations was computed in 

terms of the probable error. 

Results of the Study 

The tests used tri this study shoved correlations with 

total college grades varying from .51 to .39, with probable 

errore from .03 to .0k, as shown in Table V. The Engineer- 

ing and Physical Science Aptitude Test appeared to predict 

success in general college work sa accurately as did the 

total score ori the American Council on Education Psycholog- 

leal ExaminatIon, both shoving correlations of .51 with 

total grade-point averaße. The Stanford Scientific Apti- 

tude Test shoved least relationship with general college 

achievement, having a. correlation of .39 wIth tot'l grade- 

point average. The correlation with total grades of .51, 
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Table V 

Correlations Between Total Grade-Point 
Averages and Scores on Selected Tests 

Test r P.E. N 

Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test .39 .0k 190 

Engineering and Physical Aptitude .51 .03 308 
Te s t 

ACE Psychological Examination .51 .03 362 

Total Score 

ACE Psychological Examination .kk .03 362 

Q-Score 

ACE Psychological Examination .k5 .03 362 

L-Score 

Ohio State University Paycholog- »45 .03 356 

teal Test 

referred to above, which was found for both the Engineering 

and Physical Science Aptitude Test and the Americen Council 

on Education Psyohological Examination total score, is 

very similar to that obtained in other studies of general 

scholastic prediction (15, 1.9, 23, 27, 28, k5, k7, 57). 

The correlations between the test acores and engineer- 

ing grade-point averages varied from »40 to .2), with 

probable errors between .0k and .06, a showrL in Table VI. 

The American Council on Education Psychological Examination 
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Thble VI 

Correlation$ Between Engineering Grdc-Point 
Averages and Scores on Selected Tests 

Tect r P.E. N 

Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test .37 .06 82 

Engineering and Physical Science .39 .0k 211 

Aptitude Pest 

ACE Peychologloal Examination .39 .0k 215 
Tta]. score 

ACE Psychological Examtnation .kO .0k 215 

Q- Score 

ACE Psychological Examination .29 .0k 215 

L- Score 

Ohio State University Psycholo- .25 .0k 211 

ice.l Test 

Q-scores end total scores, the Engineering and Physical 

Science Aptitude Test scores and the Stanford Scientific 

Aptitude Test acores appear to be about equal in their 

predictive value for engineering success, having correla- 

tione varying from .kO to .37. The Ohio State University 

Psychological Test scores were least valuable for this 

purpose, shoving a correlation of only .23. These cor- 

relations wIth engineering grades wero consi.dornbly lower 

then those reported for other measures such as the Iowa. 

Mathematics Training Teat, the Iowa High School Content 
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Table VII 

Correlations Bttveen Mathematics Grade-Point 
Averages and Scores on Selected Teste 

Test r P.E. N 

Stnord Scientific Aptitude Tcst .33 .05 

Engineering and Physical Science .35 .03 293 

Aptitude Test 

ACE Psychological Examination .ki .03 325 

Total score 

ACE Psychological Examination .k .0) 325 

Q-Score 

ACE Psychological Examination .3:1 .03 325 
L-Score 

Ohio State University Psyohologt- .26 .0k 321 
cal Test 

Examination, the Cooperative Intermediate Algebre Test 

and others (1), 20, 26, 30). 

The various te8t used in this study and the mthc- 

matics grade-point averages showed correlations of .4) to 

.26, with probable errore of .03 to .05, as shown in 

Table VII. The American Council on Education Psychological 

Examination Q-scores and total scores gave the highest 

correlations of k3 and .kt, respectIvely. The Ohio State 

University Psychological Test showed the lowest correla- 

tion with mathematics grades, having a ooeff'icient of .26. 
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The correlations of these tests and mathematics grade- 

point averages do not compare favorably with the higher 

correlations obtained with other measures in the field. 

The Iowa Mathematics Training Test and the mathematical 

section of the College Entrance Examination Board Test 

and other instrumente have shewn higher coefficients of 

correlation (1k, 29, 30, 38, k9). 

Prediction of success in physical science (excluding 

chemistry) courses vas achieved moat accurately in this 

study by the Engineering and Physical Science Aptitude 

Test, which showed a correlation of 
.143 with physical 

science grade-point average, as shown in Table VIII. The 

American Council on Education Psychological Examination 

total score predicted nearly as well, however, as it bad 

a correlation of .38 with the same criterion. The Stan- 

ford Scientific Aptitude Pest appeared to predict success 

least accurately, showing a correlation of only .16 with 

physical science (excluding chemistry) grade-point average. 

The highest correlation with physical science (excluding 

chemistry) grades obtained in this study does not appear 

to be as high as has been found for other tests such as 

the Iowa Mathematics Aptitude Test and the Iowa Physics 

Aptitude Test (k, 51). 

Correlations between the several testa used and 

chemistry grades varied from .57 to .k2, with probable 
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Table VIII 

Correlations Between Physical Science (Excluding 
Chemistry) Grade-Point Averages and 

Scores on Selected Teats 

Test r P.E. N 

Stanford Scientific Aptitude Teat .16 .07 78 

Engineering and Physical Science .4) .0k 17) 

Aptitude Pest 

ACE Psychological Examination .30 .0k 177 

Total Score 

ACE Psychological Examination .31 .05 177 
Q-Score 

ACE Psychological Examination .35 .04 lT? 

L-Score 

Ohio State University PsycholoR- .36 .0k 178 

ical Teat 

errors from .05 to .06, s may be seen in Table IX. The 

Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test, the Engineering and 

Physical Science Aptitude Test, and the American Council 

on Education Psychological Examination total score had 

the highest correlations with chemistry grade-point aver- 

age, shoving .57, .56 and .54, respectively. The lowest 

correlation, .42, vas found for the Ohio State University 

Psychological Test. The correlations found for these 

three testa showing the highest relationships with chemietry 
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Table IX 

Correlations Between Chemistry Grade-Point 

Averages and Scores on Selected Teats 

Test r P.E. N 

Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test .57 .05 

Engineering and Physical Science .% .05 71 

Aptitude Test 

ACE Psychological Exs.mthatlon .5* .05 99 

Total Score 

ACE Psychological Examination .k9 .05 99 

Q-Score 

ACE Psychological Examination .05 99 

L-Score 

Ohio State University Psycholog- .k2 .Ot; 99 

ical Test 

grade-point averages appear to be at least as high as 

those reported for other widely used tests In the field. 

The Iowa Chemistry Aptitude Test and the Iowa 
Chemistry 

Training Test show coefficients of correlation no higher 

than .57 (16, 38, 39). 

The scores on the different teeta used in this study 

and grades in biological science subjects had correlations 

ranging from .6* to .32, with probable errors from .06 to 

.07, as shown in Pable X. The highest correlation, .6*, 

vas found for the Engineering end Physical Science 
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Table X 

Correlations Between Biological Science Grade-Point 
AverageB and Scores on Selected Teats 

That r P.E. N 

Stanford Scientific Aptitude Teat .37 .07 61 

Engineering and Physical cienoe .6k .06 kO 

Aptitude Test 

ACE Psychological Examination .k3 .06 79 
Total Score 

ACE Psychologiel Examination .32 .07 79 

Q-Score 

ACE Payohologictl Examination .k3 .06 79 

L-3core 

Ohio State University Paycholog- .ki .06 76 

ical Test 

Aptitude Test. The correlations found for the other tests 

and biological science grados were approximately twenty 

pointa lower. The lowest relationship with biological 

science grade-point averages was secured for the American 

Council on Education Psychological Examination Qscores. 

The correlation of .6k obtained fo the Engineering and 

Physical Science Aptitude Pest 800rea and biological 

science grades is higher than has been found in other 

similar studies of testa in this field (15, 23, 36, k!, 

k3, k4, k5, 55, 57). However, in view of the fact that 
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Table XI 

Correlations Between the Stanford Scientific 
Aptitude Teat Scores and Grade-Point 
Averages in Various Academic Areas 

Grade-Point Averages r PSE. N 

Total Grade-Points 39 0k 190 

Engineering 37 o6 82 

Mthematioe .33 .05 160 

Physical Science (Excluding .16 .07 78 
Chemistry) 

Chemistry .57 .o 69 

l3iologicel Science 07 ol 

this correlation represents the lowest number of cases 

(forty) used in this study, its validity may be subject 

to some question. 

In re-pre8efltiflg the material just shown in this 

paper, but with groupings by tests used instead of by 

subject areas, the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Teat 

showed correlations between .57 and .16, with probable 

errors from .O to .07, as may- be seen in Teble XI. This 

teat correlated mo8t highly with chemistry grade-point 

averages, showing a coefficient of .57. The lowest cor- 

relation for the test, that of .i(, was with physical 
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science (excluding chemistry) grade-point averages. On 

the whole, the test's correlations with science grade- 

points were very similar to the .39 correlation of the 

test with total grades. It does not appear to differen- 

tiate between scientific aptitude and general scholastic 

aptitude. The results of this study of the Stanford 

Scientific Aptitude Test confirmed moat of the other 

studies on the test which showed correlations centering 

around .30 to .ko with success in college science courses 

(5, 12, 33). 

The distribution of scores for the group of 190 

Oregon State College students who took the Stanford 

that 

cent of them fell into the lowest decl.le according to 

norms based on the standardization group, as may be seen 

in Table XII. It also indicated that eighty-three per 

cent of the local scores fell at or below the fiftieth 

percentile of those norms. The median score for the 

standardization group was twenty-seven pointa higher 

than the median score for the group involved in this 

study. In view of the fact that this local group was 

found to be slightly superior in general scholastic 

aptitude, a more normal distribution on the Stanford 

Teat might have been expected. It is evident that the 

group on which the test was standardized made considerably 
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Table XII 

Distribution of Subjects Used in This Study by Deciles 

of the Stanford Scienttf.c Äptttude ?est* 

Decile Iivabr Per Cent of Total 

--------------- - _ -- - __ _-.-_--____.-- - ____-__ _ -- 
10th 2 1 

9th 7 k 

8th k 2 

7th 6 3 

6th 13 7 

5th 20 10 

kth 1k 7 

3rd 2k 13 

2nd 30 16 

Ist 70 37 

190 100 

Median of Scores for the Subjects in Phis Study - 77 

Median of Scores for the Standardization Group - 10k 

*Decjles are those based on scora of 2kG unselected college 
freshmen at Stanford University (59, p.10). 
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higher scores on the test than this representative local 

group of college freshmen. 

PbIo XIII shows the test scores required for given 

percentile ratings according to the distributions of 

both the standardization group end the group involved 

in this study. It is apparent that large differences 

exist at nearly every point along the scale. The extent 

of this tendencl of the test norms may be of considerable 

value to those using the test with groupe similar to the 

rather representative one of concern in this study. 

The Engineering and Physical ScIence Aptitude Test 

scores showed correlations with the subject areas varying 

from .6k to .35, with probable errors from .03 to .06, 

88 ShOwn in Table XIV. The highest correlation, .6k, 

was between the test scores and biological science grade- 

point averages. It is regrettable that the number of 

cases available for the calculation of this correlation 

was only forty, which was the lowest number involved in 

any of the correlations reported in this study. However, 

as the probable error of .06 is small, the chance error 

is not particularly greater then in other studies. The 

second highest correlation found for the Engineering and 

Physical Science Aptitude Test was .56 with chemistry 

grade-point averages. However, the third highest correla- 

tion of the test was that of .51 for total grade-point 
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Table XIII 

Scores Required for Given Percentile Ratings 
on the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test 

Percentile Study Standardizct ion 
Group** Group* 

99 15 i6 

90 115 ik5 

80 12 132 

70 93 122 

60 8k 11k 

50 77 10k 

kO 71 95 

30 6k 88 

20 57 79 

10 50 19 

1 39 50 

* 2kC unselected rreshnieu at stanford University 
(59, p.10). 

** 190 unselected Oregon State College freshmen 
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Table XIV 

Correlations Between the Engineering and Physical 
Soienoe Aptitude Test Scores end Grade-Potht 

Averages in Vrious Academic Areas 

- - -- _fl-----_ 
Grede-Point Averegee 

------------ 
r t.E. 

Total Grade-Points .5.1 .03 308 

Engineerin?, .39 .0k 211 

Matheniettcs .35 .03 293 

Physical Science (Excluding .b3 .0 173 
Chemistry) 

Chemistry .56 .05 71 

Biological Science .6k .06 40 

average, which was higher than the correlations for 

physical science (excluding chemistry), engineering end 

mathematics grades. It appears from this study that the 

Engineering and Physical Science Aptitude Test predicts 

success in science courses better than it does in engineer. 

tug and mathemetics courses, and thet it predicts total 

grade-point averages better than it does for any of the 

academic areas tested except biological science and 

chemistry. 

Table XXI in Chapter IV, showing a summary of the 

obtained correlations, reveals that the Engineering and 
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Phyatoal Setence Aptitude Peat bed a higher corre1tion 

with physical science (excluding chemistry) grade-point 

averages than any of the other tests involved in the 

study. It aleo shows this test to predict total scholas- 

tic succosa ea weil as the Anierican Council on Education 

Paychologcl Eaìiation and better than any of the 

other teats used in this study. Success in engineering 

courses is predicted about equally well by the Engineer 

ing and Physical Science Aptitude Teat and the Americen 

Council on Education Psychological Examination Q-score 

and total score, with correlations around .39. 

The correlations found in this study for the Engineer- 

oience Aptitude Pest are somewhat 

lower than those reported from the standardization of 

the test (8, p.5). 

Table XV above the distribution of acores for the 

Oregon Stete College students taking this test to vary 

considerably from that of the standardization group. 

Thirty-two per cent of the 308 Oregon State College fresh- 

men taking this test fell tri the highest decile according 

to the norma published for the test. Eighty-eight per 

cent of these freshmen were located at or above the 

fiftieth percentile. The table also shows the median 

of the local group to be thirty-five points higher than 

that of the ataniardizatton group. It is evident that 
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Teble XV 

Distribution of Subjects Used in This Study by Deciles 

of the Engineering and Phyeic1 Science Aptitude Teste 

Docile Number Per Cent of Total 

10th 98 32 

9th 69 22 

8th kI 13 

7th 36 12 

6th 28 9 

5th 15 5 

kth 8 2 

3rd 9 3 

2nd 2 1 

Ist 2 1 

308 100 

Median of Scores for the Subjects in This Study - 92 

Median of Scores from the Published Norms - 57' 

*jCileß are based upon 6695 wale students entering the 
Engineering, Science and Management War Training Program 
of the Pennsylvania Stete College in the spring of 19142 

(8, p.8). 
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Pable XVI 

Scores Required for Given Percentile Rtinge on the 
Engineering and Physical Science Aptitude Pest 

Percentile Study Standardization 
Group** 

99 139 138 

90 120 105 

80 113 88 

70 105 76 

60 98 66 

50 92 57 

ko 83 k8 

30 7k ko 

20 65 31 

10 55 21 

1 28 

* 6695 male students entering the Engineering, cieuce 
end Management Wer Training Program of the Pennsylvania 
Stete College in the spring of 19k2 (8, p.8). 

**308 Oregon State College freshmen. 

- ------------------- -- 



Table XVII 

Correlations Between the American Council on 
Educt ion Psychological Examination 
Total Scores and Grade-Point Averages 

in Various Academic Areas 

Grade-Point Averages r P.E. N 

Total Grade-Points .51 .03 362 

Engineering .39 .0k 215 

Mathematics .ki .03 325 

Physical Science (Excluding 
Chemistry) 

.38 .0k 177 

Chemistry .o 99 

Biological Science .k3 .06 

the standardization group made considerably lower scores 

on the test than the rather typical college freshman group 

involved in this study. 

Table XVI shows the test acores required for 

given percentile ratings according to the distributions 

of both the standardization group and the group of this 

etudy. The differences are as large as the differences 

founr3 for the Stanford Scientific Pptttude Test, but they 

are in the opposite direction. The extent of this diver- 

gence from the published norms, as shown in Table XVI, 



Table XVIII 

Correlations Between the American Council on 
Education P8ycholotcal Ex3tnination 

Q-Scores and Crade-Potht Pveragee 
in Various Acndcmic Areas 

Grnde..Point Averages r ?.E. 

Total Grade-Points .k1 .0) 362 

Engineering .kO .0k 215 

Mathematics .k3 .03 325 

Physical Science (Excluding .31 .05 177 

Chemistry 

Chemistry .149 .05 99 

Biological Science .32 .07 79 

may be o' value in using this tst with groups simllr to 

the one involved in this study. 

The American Council on Education Psychological 

Examinetiori total scores 

the various subject &rea 

probable errors from .03 

This test predicted beat 

for total grades, having 

respectively. 

uaed showed correlations with 

B used between .514 nd .38, with 

to .06, es shown in Table XVII. 

for chemistry and second best 

correlations of .k and .51, 



Pìble XIX 

Correlations Between the American Council on 
Education Peycholo1cal Examination 

L-$coree and Grade-Point Averages 
in Various Acedemte Areas 

Grade-Point Average e r P.E. 

Total Grade-Pointe .45 .03 362 

Engineering .29 .0k 215 

Mathematics .31 .03 325 

Physical Setence (Excluding .35 .0k ITT 
Chemistry) 

Chemistry .4 .05 99 

Biologtcal Soterico .43 .06 79 

The American Council on Education Psychological 

Examination Q-acores used showed correlations with the 

academic areas used varying from .9 to .31, with probable 

errors from .03 to .07, as may be seen in Table XVIII. 

This test gave the highest correlations of any of the 

teets used in this study with both engineering and 

mathernat ics grade-point averages, showing coefficients 

of .40 and .43, respectively. 

The American Council on Education Psychological 

Examination L-scores indicated correlations with the sub- 

jeot areas used ranging from .45 and .29, with probable 
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Table XX 

Correlations Between the Ohio state University 
Psychological Test Scores and Grade-Point 
Averages in the Various Academic Areas 

Grade-Point Averages r P.E. 

Total Grade-Points .5 .03 356 

Engineering .25 .04 211 

Mathematics .26 .0k 321 

Physical Science (Excluding .36 .0k 1'78 

Chemistry's 

Chemistry .k2 .06 99 

Biological Science .41 .06 

errors varying from .03 to .06, as shown in Table XIX. 

This test had its highest relationships with chemistry 

and total grade-point averages, showing correlations for 

both areas of .45. 

The Ohio State University Psychological Teat scores 

showed correlations with the various academic areas used 

varying from .45 to .23, with probable errors from .3 to 

.06, as may be seen in Table XX. The highest correlations 

for this test were for total grades, chemistry grades, 

and grades in the biological sciences. 
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CHAPTER IV 

BUIQIARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

The results of this study indicated that the best 

single predictor of total scholastic achievement at the 

college level wa.s the American Council on Education 

Psychological Examination total score or the Engineering 

and Physical Science Aptitude Test score. Both tests 

showed correlations of .51 with total grade-point averages, 

as shown in Tables V and XXI. 

Physical science (excluding chemistry) grade-point 

averages in this study were best predicted by the 

Engineering and Physical Science Aptitude Test scores 

with e. correlation of .k), but it was followed closely 

by the Americen Council on Education Psychological 

Examination total scores with correlation of .38. 

Success in college chemistry courses was predicted 

quite similarly by the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test, 

the Engineering and Physical Science Aptitude Test and 

the American Council on Education Psychological Examina- 

tion total acore, with respective correlations of .57, 

.56 and .5k. 
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Biological science grade-point averages were pre- 

dicted most accurately by the Engineering and Physical 

Science Aptitude Test scores, 'with the highest correla- 

tion of the study, .64. While the number used in this 

calculation was small, the probable error vas also small 

and this figure shows some value in this testts scores 

as predictive measures of success in biological sciences. 

Engineering grades were predicted quite equally well 

by the American Council on Education Psychological 

Examination Q-acore end total acore, the Engineering and 

Physical Science Aptitude Teat and the Stanford Scien- 

tific Aptitude Teat, with correlt1ons of .kO, .39, .39 

and .37, respectively. 

The prediction of mathematics grado.point averages 

was beat accomplished by the American Council on Educa- 

tion Psychological Examination Q-score, but it was 

closely followed by the American Council on Education 

Psychological Examination total score, which showed a 

correlation of .ki, just two points lower than the 13 

shown by the Q-score. 

Summarization of the results of this study, as they 

apply specifically to the two tests of most concern, shows 

the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Teat to have the highest 

correlation of any of the tests used in this study with 

chemistry grades, but ita .57 correlation was not signifi- 

cantly above the .56 and the .5k correlations found for 
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the Engineering and Phyatcal Science ptitude Teat and 

the Amertcan Council on Education Pycho1ogica1 Examina- 

tion total score. For all the other academic areas in 

this etudy the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test ehowed 

lower correlationa than either of thoee two testa. 

Physical science (excluding chemistry) grades were pre- 

dioted least accurately by the St&nford Test, as it had 

the lowest correlation of the entire study, .16. In 

this study, the Stanford Pest predicted general acholas- 

tic achievement better than it predicted success in 

scientific courses, with the exception of chemistry. The 

standardization group for the Stanford Scientific Apti- 

tude Teat made considerably higher scores on the test 

than did the rather typical college freshmen involvi. in 

this study who, in turn, made higher scores on the 

Engineering and Physical Science Aptitude Teat than did 

the standardization group for that teet. 

The Engineering an PhysicAl Science Aptitude Test 

showed the highest correlation or the study, .6k, with 

biological science grade-point averAges. It predicted 

success in chemistry nearly as veli as the best predictor 

in this study, and it forecasted total gradepoint 

averages better than any other teat except the American 

Council on Education Psychological Examination total 

score, for which the same correlation of .51 was obtained. 
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Table XXI 

Sutnmary of Correlations Between Scores on 
Selected Tests and Grade-Point Averages 

in Various Academic Areas 

Grade-Point 
Averages 

ET E and 
PSAT 

ACE T CE Q ACE L Ohio 

Total Grade- .39 .51 .51 .kk .k5 .115 

Points 

Engineering .37 .39 .39 .kO .29 .23 

Mathematics .33 .35 .kl .k3 .31 .26 

Physical .16 .k3 .33 .31. .35 .36 

Science 
(Excl. Chem.) 

Chemistry .57 .56 .5k .119 .115 .k2 

Biological .37 .6k .k3 .32 .k3 .ki. 

Science 

The Engineering and Physical Science Aptitude Test was 

the beat predictor found in the study for success in 

physical science (excluding chemistry) courses, showing 

a correlation of .k3. On the whole, this teat showed 

higher correlations with science grades and total grades, 

than it did with engineering grades. It predicted total 

grades more accurately than it did either engineering or 

physical science (excluding chemistry) marks. 

Table XXI shows a summary of the coefficients of 

correlation found in this study between scores on the 
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selected teste and grade-point averages in the six 

academic areas used0 

Conclus ions 

In this study the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test 

predicted success in ergireering and science courses no 

better than a general scholastic aptitude test such as 

the American Council on Education Psychological Examina- 

tion. 

The Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test did not appear 

to differentiate between scientific aptitude and general 

scholastic aptitude in this study. 

The group used in the standardization of the Stanford 

Scientific Aptitude Teat made considerably higher scores 

on the test than did Oregon State Cllee freshmena If 

optimum value is to be obtained from the test, it appears 

that local norms should be developed or the published 

norms extended to include enough caea to be representa 

tive. 

In this study the Engineering and Physical Science 

Aptitude Pest did not appear to predict success in engineep_ 

ing and physical science courses any better than a general 
scholastic aptitude test such as the American Council on 

Education Psychological Examination. 
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The Eriineertng and Physical Sotenoe Aptitude Pest 

did not, in this sti.idy, dtffereutito between engineering 

arid physical science eptitude, on the one hand, and general 

scholastic aptitude, on the other. 

This study indicates that the Engineering and Physical 

Science Aptitude Test predicts science grades more accur- 

ately than it does engineering marke. 

This study indicated success in biological eciences 

to be predicted soìnewhuìt more accurately by the Engineer- 

Ing and Physic.l Science Aptitude Test than by other tests 

available in the field. 
The group used in the standardization of the Engineer- 

Ing and Physical Scte!lce Aptitude Test made considerably 

lower Scores on the test thin did the Oregon State College 

students. If optimum use ta to be made of this test, 

norms for local situations might well be developed or the 

published norms extended to Include enough cases to be 

representative. 
The teats used in this study were found to have st- 

nificantly different predictive values for the various 

academic areas. Success in chemistry courses vas predicted 

in this study by the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Teat and 

the Engineering and Physical Science Aptitude Test as 

accurately as most testa available in the field as shown 

by other studies. In this investigation, biological 
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science grades were predicted by the latter test more 

effectively then by moat of the other teats in that erea 

s shown by other etudies. On the ohcr hand, euccee 

in courses i engineering, m,thematice and physical 

science (excluding chemistry) appears, from this study, 

to be predicted mcre accurately by other tests than 

either the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Teat or the Engin- 

eering and Physical Science Aptitude Test. 
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